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KINGDOM OF PEACE
FOR MIND AND SOUL.....  

C H A N D I G A R H

 Mulberry Greens Chandigarh is a thoughtfully crafted posh township ensconced in Luxury, Comfort, and Peace. It is an 

address invented to raise the bar of premium living that is set to be a landmark development of Tricity, Chandigarh. 

Settled along with Kharar - Kurali National Highway - 21, it is a township graciously designed to take care of every element 

of life with the cover of greenery, It offers ample amenities to suit the needs of residents for the best community living. 

Being well known for its excellent landscape and greenery, this project helps to experience the best and calm 

environment for one to relax. The unique perceived benefit is its vital location Junction point to Tricity, directly connecting 

to GMADA Expressway, Bharatmala Expressway from one end and National Highway on another end. Connected to 

various major landmarks of Tricity, Chandigarh. eg. PGI Just 20 Min. away, Sec - 43 ISBT Just 12 Min. away.



Thoughtful 

AMENITIES
It also covers excellent amenities like a gated and secured community with CCTV cameras, a 

sewage treatment plant (STP), ample water supply, lush green gardens with walking tracks, 30-

foot-wide internal roads, and electrical wiring to live a wholesome life. The stunning gallery 

exhibit here showcases the events of a bygone era, which promises to draw envy from friends 

and families. Nature and greenery would be constant companions, ensuring you always have a 

tranquil setting around your home.



he unique perceived Benefit is its vital location Junction point to Tricity, Directly Connecting 

Tto GMADA Expressway from one end and National Highway on another end. Connected to 

various major landmarks of Tricity Chandigarh. this project-promies its residents to live a 

better life & relish an ultimate destination to experience the finest luxury and premium lifestyle. 

With its direct connectivity to GMADA Expressway in the making this location guarantees returns to 

its investors. The kind of development and evaluation happening around Kharar-Kurali Highway, the 

real estate scenario is at a boom in this part of city. Thus our township being systematically plotted 

creating an equilibrium by balancing the different elements of nature like Vastu to radiate positivity 

and strike a timeless balance between trend and tradition.



Layout Plan



A Location To

TALK ABOUT
A plotted development marking its signature on the land conjoining to several cities. It is a green 

palette of 150 plot units offering choices for Affordable & Uber-Luxurious homes. Connecting the 

green dots to an urban portrait is approximately 10 Acres of Project Envisioning future expansion 

upto 25 Acres. 

The best feature of these plots is that they are in the neighbourhood of City Beautiful-Chandigarh. 

This project is in close proximity to Major Healthcare, International Schools/Colleges/Universities  

and Shopping Malls. 

Location MAP

GMADA Expressway
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TRICITY INFRA 
Bringing it all... TOGETHER...


